LAURA NOEL

COACH, SPEAKER,
FACILITATOR &
SIX SIGMA BLACKBELT

ABOUT LAURA
Laura is an Executive Business and
Personal
Development
Consultant
who works with organizations and
individuals
to
help
streamline
business processes while maximizing
profits. She helps clients stretch their
thinking in a way that opens them up
to new possibilities.
Prior to becoming an entrepreneur
and CEO of her own company, Laura
had been studying and teaching
personal growth, change management
and leadership for over 27 years
during her time serving in the United
States Air Force. She has helped
organizations
solidify
goals
and
improve corporate culture within
government agencies, the Department
of Defense, construction, technical
fields, insurance and sales.

AFFILIATIONS

She
is
proud
to
serve
as
a
transformational coach helping clients
bridge the gap between feeling stuck
to finding fulfillment in life and
career.
She knows how to get to the root
cause of results as she guides clients
in overcoming the mindset blocks
which may be keeping them from
realizing their true potential, purpose,
life-long dreams and leaving their
legacy.
Working with Laura, clients step into a
whole new level of self-confidence and
become the leader others will want to
follow. Implementing a mix of science
and psychology, these strategies help
individuals and teams advance their
current projects and careers as well as
prepare
them
to
successfully
transition on to greater leadership
opportunities and entrepreneurship.

Laura is passionate about helping veterans
transition
from
military
service
to
the
marketplace by hosting workshops at military
bases on mindset, resilience and having command
of self in any circumstances. She is also deeply
connected to being of service with the
Unstoppable Foundation, providing clean water,
nutrition, medical care and job training to families
in Africa as well as empowering women in the
region through education.
Laura's extensive leadership and team building
background, certification as a Proctor Gallagher
Coach and expertise in the field of process
improvement and Lean Six Sigma methods are a
winning combination.

TESTIMONIALS
DON GURGANUS, THUMBPRINT PROPERTIES, LLC
"Laura brings incredible joy and positivity to an already
powerful course of material! Using the techniques she
presented I was able to triple the size of my business in a
month! Additionally, my relationship with my wife is at an
all-time high! Thinking Into Results is amazing and Laura is
who I trust to transform every session and call into a
powerful, life enhancing, experience."

MAY CABUSAS, AMAYZING ENTERPRISES
"With Laura’s guidance I am achieving my production
goal, building my business(es), facing and pushing
through my fear barriers…and of course creating new
goals too. I am on target for my BIG fitness goal in
November. Laura is a person of true character and I
have so much respect for her. Love, love, love this
program… And Laura Noel."

DAWN REEBY, CEO EXCELLENCE IN ANALYTICS
"In the 6 months that I have been working with Laura,
I found my path and confidence into a full-time
training and coaching business that is purposeful,
authentic, intentional and growing! I have created my
life by design, spending more quality time with my
family, becoming an industry leader, and gaining
excitement to wake up each day and live my passion!"

POPULAR PRESENTATION TOPICS INCLUDE
The Art and
Science of
Goal Achieving

Closing the
KnowingDoing Gap

Frustrated to
Focused

Command of
Self in all
Circumstances

Success
Mindset &
Emotional
Intelligence
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